Removal of KIKKISA from Drains and Canals. It s a long standing pending issue
for the last 30 years

Agitating against the water hyacinth

Mogadindi Drain Is Occupying with Kikkisa

Water hyacinth occupied the canal and drain. MLA Siva Rama Raju is standing on the
Water hyacinth in the canal

There are large number of Irrigation canals and drainages in the Constituency.
Phragmites Karka is locally known as kikkisa and water hyacinth is popularly
known as Gurrapu dekka is big problem since long time. It is prevalent
everywhere in canals and drainages. Nearly 8 constituencies are facing the
problem in west Godavari.
It stops the flow of water. Three years back MLA Siva Rama Raju agitated on
this issue by getting into the drain water he made a DHARNA for 8 hrs in the
drain water by removing the water hyacinth is popularly known as Gurrapu
dekka. Then the government realized the issue and sanction funds for
removing the water hyacinth is locally known as gurrapu dekka. So my agitation
showed a SOLUTION to the rest of the areas in combined Andhra Pradesh. It is
my contribution to find a solution to the problem and helped to the thousands
of farmers in the state.

Phragmites Karka is locally known as kikkisa. It is very sharp edged and hurts the
workers who try to remove it. That is why no labor comes forward to remove it.
Mogadindi Drainage in Seesali Village is the best example. Due to having kikkisa it
prevented water to flow and entire drainage is blocked. There are two major
disadvantages of this. This area is tail end point of the west Godavari. This area is prone
to floods at the time of heavy rains and it faces heavy water problem at the time of
harvesting and cropping. The people of this area are facing this chronicle problem since
AGES. So I have approached the honorable chief minister of Andhra Pradesh with a
proposal of removing this phragmities karka is locally known as kikkisa. He accepted my
proposal and asked me to carry out the action plan. Siva Rama Raju garu on his own,
designed a punt, and kept the proclaiiner on it and removed the Phragmites Karka is
locally known as kikkisa. This punt travels along the drainage and the proclain removes
the Phragmites Karka. Two to three peoples can operate the machine and remove the
kikkisa. The machine is designed with great commonsense of the Honorable MLA Garu.

Shown the problem issue of phragmites karka is locally known as
kikkisa to honorable CM

Prepared a new machine

Removing Kikkisa

After removing the weed through machine

